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a message from

provost rowley
Dear TC Community,
As we near the end of the year, we enter a season of reflection, celebration, and gratitude. While we have
suffered so much loss as a community and as a country this year and have had to manage major waves of
change, we still have much to be grateful for. I am thankful for the faculty who have been managing online
courses this semester with grace and resilience, being even more present to the needs of students and
moving forward with groundbreaking research. I am thankful for the staff who have continued to uphold
our community through their diligence, care, and drive to move forward in innovative ways to create new
and sustainable structures. I am also thankful for my fellow leaders who have continued to think deeply
about the needs of our TC community by crafting a strategic plan that will guide TC into a new prosperous
chapter.
While being virtual, we have welcomed new faculty, new directors, and a new special advisor for doctoral
students. I am excited about the new directions these scholars and leaders will carry our community in and
how we will be able to better service the needs of our TC students. On September 1, our Vice Dean for
Research, Carol Hammer, and Vice Dean for Faculty Affairs, Marie Miville, began their roles and are off to
an impressive start. They have been working with faculty to understand the needs of each department and
working with various offices to begin reenvisioning policies and practices and create new avenues of
support.
This year, in addition to expanding research infrastructure and developing better support for faculty, I will
be focusing on staff development, student affairs, and diversity, equity, inclusion, and justice. Last month,
we brought together academic affairs directors for our first quarterly meeting which provided us the
opportunity to share updates, collaborate across departments, and participate in a professional
development activity. Our new leaders in the Division of Student Affairs have already made improvements
to student life and career success and we are excited to continue the support of our students’ well being
with the new Associate Director of Student Health and Wellness, Jonathon Johnson. Collaborating with
offices across the College and partners in the Columbia network, we will execute DEIJ initiatives for
equitable hiring practices, faculty support, curriculum developments, and student enrollment and
retention. Together, we will continue to build a stronger TC.
I hope that the News and Notes is a reminder that even in the midst of these uncertain and troubling times,
Teachers College continues to shine. Faculty are making critical contributions to so many areas of
scholarship, their students’ development, and to our community partners. Our incredible staff continue to
support the critical operations of the college with professionalism and care. And our students make us
proud through their engagement in the classroom and their own professional achievements. Thank you all
for everything that you do!
Warm regards,

Stephanie
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Provost office updates
WELCOME TO OUR NEW
SPECIAL ADVISOR FOR DOCTORAL
STUDIES

NOAH DREZNER
PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
In this position I will be helping collect and analyze data on our
doctoral programs that was originally requested by Columbia’s
GSAS. These data focus on admissions, time to degree, and
placements by race and gender. Using these data to inform my
work, I was asked by Provost Rowley to help build a College-wide
strategy for outstanding support of doctoral student development.
I look forward to working with the different doctoral programs as I
begin to engage this work.
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welcome to our new
directors
ASHLEY PINAKIEWICZ
(THAT'S "PIN-UH-KAV-ITCH")
DIRECTOR OF TC NEXT

What excites you about your new role?
It's hard to pick just one thing! I've been most inspired lately by the commitment of
people across TC—my team, faculty, and staff—to prepare students for success,
however they define it. The opportunity to execute our vision for TC NEXT: to help
students and alumni to strengthen their capabilities to build and navigate their
lifelong career pathways, so that students have concrete support from Day One—is
what gets me up every morning.
Who inspires you?
After getting my Master's, I spent two years teaching 7th grade English at Girls Prep
Charter School in the Bronx. I keep in touch with many of my former students, and
their commitment to social justice, incredible intellects, and senses of humor
inspire me daily.
What have you been watching recently?
"The Great British Baking Show" combines two things I love dearly: England (my
partner is from the UK) and baking. Watching it makes me feel close to my family
across the pond during quarantine, and the contestants' willingness to help to one
another keeps my faith in humanity alive—while giving me great recipe ideas I plan
to share once we're back on campus!
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welcome to our new
directors
DENISE BONETA
DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE
STUDENT LIFE AND
DEVELOPMENT

What excites you about your new role?
I'm excited to be joining a team that has produced amazing work,
specifically during this virtual time, and to begin working with them (and
others around campus) in reimagining what graduate student life could
mean for Teachers College. Between meetings with new coworkers and
students, I'm excited by the energy and commitment to continue to grow
our offerings in community development and engagement.
Who inspires you?
I hold close the legacy and spirit of activist and author, Grace Lee Boggs. I
was fortunate to meet her and hear her speak right before she passed, and
always hold her ability to be incredibly critical and compassionate with an
unmatched level of resilience as a source of inspiration in both my personal
and professional life.
What have you been watching recently?
I just finished Schitt's Creek, the Good Place, and season 2 of The Boys. I'm
currently watching Drag Race Holland while preparing for the newest season
of the Mandalorian!
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welcome to our new
directors
DR. MYRA LUNA-LUCERO,
ED.D.
RESEARCH COMPLIANCE
DIRECTOR

What excites you about your new role?
As a researcher and teacher, people are my highest priority and I instinctively
communicate personal concern with others. I am an adept communicator who
thrives on face-to-face interactions with a diverse body of students, faculty, and
staff. I am excited to bring these qualities to my work and empower others to
make informed decisions and reach their goals.
I encourage researchers to ponder the roles they might play in the alleviation of
the troubling inequities that continue to shape our world. I aim to guide
researchers on how to treat everyone as autonomous decision-makers who
possess unique opinions. I present workshops on the importance of ethics,
confidentiality, and protecting vulnerable populations. I meet individually with
researchers to strategize ways to protect human subjects and do good work in
the world.
Who inspires you?
I am inspired by Rudolfo Anaya (October 30, 1937 – June 28, 2020), a
contemporary Chicano literature author, best-known for his 1972 novel Bless Me,
Ultima. Raised in Santa Rosa, New Mexico, his writing references cultural and
historical themes like growing up with a family of cattle workers (vaqueros) and
sheepherders in areas like Puerto De Luna in the Pecos Valley of New Mexico,
where my family has roots.
What have you been watching recently?
As an avid supporter of the arts, I tune into the Nightly Met Opera Streams, Met
Opera on Demand through Columbia Libraries, National Public Radio's Tiny
Desk Concert, and Great Performances on PBS.
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d.e.i.j. spotlight
Diversity·equity·inclusion·justice
EPSA ANTI-RACISM WORKING GROUPS
LEAD BY AARON PALLAS, EPSA DEPARTMENT CHAIR, AND
LIZ FARLEY, EPSA DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION
Length of project: 2020-21 academic year
What is the purpose of the working groups and why center anti-racism?: The project
is intended to decenter whiteness and address anti-Black racism in all aspects of life
in EPSA. We have formed three working groups organized around major areas of
department life: faculty recruitment, curriculum and pedagogy, and the student
experience. Each working group is tasked with developing a set of goals and action
steps, and a timeline for taking these actions.
Who is involved in the project?: Each working group has members drawn from
department faculty, staff, and EPSA students, and has chosen its own leadership and
structure. We are asking the three working groups to report their plans to the EPSA
faculty for review, and to share their plans with one another for comment and
revision.
What prompted you to take on this project?: The project emerged from the
department's collective concern with anti-Black racism in our society, galvanized by
the horrific violence perpetrated against Black people by the police and others in the
spring and summer.
What success are hoping to see as a result of the working groups?: We are still early
in the work, but we hope that we can develop concrete plans to improve EPSA's
culture and practices, specifically in the areas of faculty recruitment, curriculum and
pedagogy, and student experience.
What advice do you have for others doing similar work?: Be aware that members of
the departmental community who have experienced racism in the department may
be reluctant to talk about their experiences, and find ways to allow them to feel safe
while sharing their experiences and feelings.
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d.e.i.j. spotlight
Diversity·equity·inclusion·justice
ACADEMIC FESTIVAL: “THE RIGHT MOVES:
ACCESS, EQUITY & JUSTICE FOR ALL"
LEAD BY ALUMNI RELATIONS IN DEVELOPMENT AND
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
Length of event: October 20-24, 2020
What is the purpose of Academic Festival and why center access, equity, and justice?: During the past year,
the COVID-19 pandemic and worldwide protests against racial injustice have forced America to reckon with
systemic racism, bias and inequality. With TC faculty, students and alumni collaborating across the fields of
education, psychology, health and leadership, the College is uniquely equipped to understand the origins of
these crises and lead the conversation on how to address them. Our first-ever virtual Academic Festival,
themed “The Right Moves: Access, Equity & Justice For All" showcased these dialogues and discussions.
Who is involved in the event?: We brought together various members of the TC Community - faculty/staff,
alumni, students, prospective students and friends of the College. We also worked with groups across the
College - partnering with Student Senate for our annual Student Research Poster Session.
What prompted you to take on this event?: Academic Festival, TC’s signature homecoming event, has a
tradition of bringing the TC community together to discuss “issues of the day”, especially as they relate to the
academic fields of study at TC and their cross-sections. AcFest has also become a meaningful way to
spotlight and celebrate the impact of alumni.
What success have you seen as a result of the Academic Festival?: Academic Festival brought together over
400 members of the TC community including faculty, alumni, students, prospective students and friends to
engage in discussions about racial literacy, LGBTQ+ rights, mental health, higher education and more.
Attendees engaged in thought-provoking exchanges as part of the chats and responded positively the depth
and breadth of timely topics presented at this year’s event.
What advice do you have for others doing similar work?: Academic Festival is a major undertaking, and
going virtual for the first-time ever was not without its challenges. Our biggest takeaways would be to
diversify content, not just within the program, but consider what other content is being shared around the
same time on campus. Pre-recording worked well from the perspective of avoiding any technical failures
that might have occurred during a live performance; however, we did have to do quite a bit of video editing
(dropped calls, poor audio quality, time constraints, etc). In that sense, we would recommend pre-recording
anything 3-4 weeks in advance depending on the level of editing required and number of sessions you’re
simultaneously producing. If possible, don’t rely on zoom or a streaming service as your main source of
content - ask folks to record locally on their computers or an external camera, i.e. smartphone or tablet.
In regard to the Student Poster Session we made sure the entire process was fair and equitable from
reviewing proposals to the judges selecting a winner. In addition, we made sure we had diverse
representation in our volunteers including our Proposal Reviewers and Judges.
Are there any materials, templates, or websites that you can share?: Members of the community can still
watch recordings of all our inspiring and informative sessions here. Given the complexity of our event, we
contracted with Boomset to provide a virtual event experience. If others are interested in using this license,
feel free to contact Alyssa Yuen in Alumni Relations for more details.
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Staff shout outs
Thank you to our incredible staff at the college! here are just a few thank you's from
faculty and staff. you can see a complete list of over 80 shoutouts beginning on page 27
and on the provost website
If you would like to make a staff shout out go to bit.ly/TCSuperStaff

"ALL OF PUBLIC SAFETY WORK HARD TO KEEP US SAFE!"
"We all owe a debt of gratitude to the members of our Public Safety Team
who extended themselves at great personal risk to the health of themselves
and their families to respond to campus and work through that most
challenging period early on in the pandemic when the population was at
the greatest risk. Many of our Public Safety Officers became ill, some
hospitalized, some in critical care, others working extended hours to cover
vacancies, and all focused on the safety of our resident student population."
"Rob Wilson led the on-campus efforts of the Public Safety Team during the
height of the pandemic during a time when the Public Safety Team was at
significant risk to the health of themselves and their families. Rob was on
campus, along with other leaders of our essential staff, ensuring the safety
of our residents and security of our physical plant while exposing himself to
significant health risk."
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Staff shout outs

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

"Patrick Mathelier and his EHS Team took a lead role during the height of the
pandemic working on-campus during the most dangerous of times, and
continuing into the Fall semester serving as TC' subject matter experts on how
best to preserve the health and safety of our community. The EHS Team was
critical to our success in navigating through these trying times."
"This is to acknowledge Ed Kurzum, Assistant Director of the EHS Team in the
Office of Public Safety, for his dedication, professionalism and his commitment to
excellence. In preparation for the re-opening of the College during this pandemic,
Ed played a crucial role in implementing the Covid-19 Guide to Return to Campus
training in three languages. To ensure that this commitment was met, Ed worked
many nights and many weekends to ensure the timely completion of the TC
COVID-19 training. As a collaborative member of the EHS Team, he worked very
closely with other offices - including his work with TCIT in the implementation of
the Campus Qualtrics Health Survey. In addition, while the Fire & Life Safety
position on the EHS Team has been vacant, Ed stepped up with minimum
guidance to help the Team manage some of the critical fire safety responsibilities
necessary to ensure the safety of our campus and meet our compliance
obligations. Please join me in congratulating Ed Kurzum for his hard work,
dedication and his commitment to the health safety of our community."
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Staff shout outs
MALGORZATA (GOSIA) KOLB,
EDUCATION POLICY AND
SOCIAL ANALYSIS
Gosia goes way beyond our expectations
in alerting students to everything they
need -- course registration information,
deadlines for various things, alumni
connections, job postings. She is the glue
that holds our past, present, and future
students together.

MATT HARTLEY,
ENROLLMENT MARKETING
Matt works incredibly hard and
SMART to support TC as we work
towards achieving our enrollment
goals. He tremendously cares about
doing a great job and it shows.
#superstar
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At a Glance
CONGRATS TO OUR FACULTY ON THEIR PUBLICATIONS AND AWARDS! JUST A FEW HIGHLIGHTS BELOW:

$14.4
mil

GRANT MONIES
Congrats to our grant recipients who are ending
the year strong with innovative and influential
research.

HONORS & AWARDS

10

Congratulations to Melanie Brewster for
receiving an Early Career Award for
Distinguished Scientific Contributions to
Counseling Psychology

14

BOOKS & BOOK CHAPTERS

42

Congratulations to Bob Fecho and Hansun Waring
for publishing two books recently

JOURNAL ARTICLES
Great work to Prerna Arora for publishing ten
articles
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Grants
Grants awarded between June 2020 - September 2020
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Grants
Grants awarded between June 2020 - September 2020
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Grants
Grants awarded between June 2020 - September 2020

TOTAL AWARDS

$ 14,458,248
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Honors
&
Awards
Melanie Brewster - I was awarded the Fritz & Linn Kuder Early Career Award for
Distinguished Scientific Contributions to Counseling Psychology (APA, Division 17) was
established to honor distinguished scientific contributions by an early career
psychologist (ECP) to Counseling Psychology. The recipient must have received the
doctorate degree within the past ten years. The award, which includes a monetary prize
from SCP, is made for outstanding contributions to the science and practice of
counseling psychology.
Ellie Drago-Severson - Invited to serve as the Mark R. Shibles Distinguished Visiting
Professor for Spring 2020 at the University of Maine, Orono.
Sonya Douglass Horsford - Appointed to Spencer Journalism Fellows Board, Columbia
Journalism School
Sonya Douglass Horsford - 2020 Critics' Choice Book Award, American Educational
Studies Association (AESA) for The Politics of Education Policy in an Era of Inequality:
Possibilities Toward Democratic Schooling (with Janelle T. Scott and Gary L. Anderson).
Jeff Henig - Urban Politics Section of the American Political Science Association, 2020
Dennis Judd Best Book Award for the best book published in urban politics for J.R.
Henig, R. Jacobsen & S. Reckhow, Outside Money in School Board Elections: The
Nationalization of Education Politics (Harvard Education Press 2019).
Laudan Jahromi - Irving Institute for Clinical and Translational Research Grant for
Community Based Participatory Research. Title: Factors Linked to Kindergarten
Transition Involvement/Engagement among High-risk Families of Children with
Developmental Disabilities.
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Honors
&
Awards
Douglas Menin - National Cancer Institute (R01 mechanism, awarded 9/20) A
Randomized Controlled Trial of Emotion Regulation Therapy for Cancer Caregivers: A
Mechanism- Targeted Approach to Addressing Caregiver Distress Principal Investigator
(MPI; Allison Applebaum, co-MPI), Total Costs: $3,889,381.00
Kim Noble - National Academy of Sciences Forum on Children’s Well-Being Workshop.
September 14, 2020
Amra Sabic El-Rayess - My book The Cat I Never Named (Bloomsbury, 2020) has
received 6 starred reviews (reserved for books of exceptional quality) "from Foreword
Reviews, Kirkus Reviews, School Library Connection, School Library Journal, Booklist,
and Publishers Weekly calling TCINN "Gripping", "Unforgettable”, “An excellent
discussion starter”, "A must-read nonfiction addition" "Exceptional" and "An unflinching
exploration of the political and societal forces that breed ethnic hate and
discrimination", respectively. The Cat I Never Named is Junior Library Guild Gold
Standard Selection for 2020
Laura Smith - Elected to Fellow status in the American Psychological Association by the
APA Council of Representatives
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In the
Spotlight
Huffington Post Blog
Post Series on a
Topic

Ioana Literat
Read more about the award
winning media literacy game
LAMBOOZLED! in TC Press

Amra Sabic
El-Rayess
Yolanda sealyruiz
Listen to podcasts on
archeology of the self,
healing and critical love

Hosted or participated in
close to 50 panels,
presentations, and
interviews with the media
in the last few months
relating to her book, The
Cat I Never Named. Read
more below
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In the
spotlight
Sarah Cohodes - "A Better Fall Is Possible," The Atlantic, July 2020.
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/07/better-fall-possible/613882/
Sarah Cohodes - Sarah Cohodes and Susan Dynarski, "Colleges Are Fueling the Pandemic in a
Classic Market Failure," New York Times, October 11th
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/08/business/colleges-pandemic-market-failure.html
Sonya Douglass Horsford - Featured in the New York Times article “How White Progressives
Undermine School Integration” https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/21/nyregion/schoolintegration-progressives.html
Sonya Douglass Horsford – “Black Education, Racial Justice, and Equity: A Conversation with
Sonya Douglass Horsford” https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ep-53-black-educationracial-justice-equity-conversation/id1440875346?i=1000492009243
Jennifer Lena - Co-Founded Youth Remote Learning, which provided hundreds of courses for
free to thousands of students around the globe during the first months of the pandemic.
https://youthremotelearning.com/
Ioana Literat - “TikTok Is Shaping Politics. But How?” Interview with Ioana Literat in The New
York Times: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/28/style/tiktok-teen-politics-gen-z.html
Ioana Literat - LAMBOOZLED!, a media literacy game designed by Ioana Literat, Yoo Kyung
Chang (both CMLTD), and students at MASCLab, was just published by TC Press in October
2020: https://www.tcpress.com/lamboozled
Kim Noble - National Academy of Sciences Forum on Children’s Well-Being Workshop.
September 14, 2020.
Sonali Rajan - Rajan, S., Mammen, P.E., Feemster, K., Kilby, L.M., & Roy, M. (September 9, 2020).
“Gun Violence as an Adverse Childhood Experience: Implications for Youth Well-Being." Grand
Rounds Presentation, The College of Physicians of Philadelphia
Sonali Rajan - Re(Search) for Solutions: Creative Research Perspectives Tackling Real-World
Issue: Podcast Episode 4 ("This is Our Lane") Released on August 21, 2020. (Full episode and
corresponding details can be found here: https://researchforsolutions.com/episode-4)
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In the
spotlight
Amra Sabic El-Rayess - “History Repeats Itself: Alarming Parallels between Bosnian Genocide and
White Supremacy in the U.S. Today”, op-ed, Al Jazeera, October 1, 2020
Amra Sabic El-Rayess - “Amid COVID and Racial Injustice, Teachers Matter More than Ever”, article
authored for TC, September 2020
Amra Sabic El-Rayess - “Russia has Planted Seeds of the EU’s Demise in the Balkans”, article for
Fair Observer, August, 2020.
Amra Sabic El-Rayess - Al Jazeera op-ed titled "Today’s America reminds me of 1990s Bosnia and
Herzegovina" was highlighted by MSN: "as one of the five best opinion pieces from across the
British and international media" for the week when it was published: https://www.msn.com/engb/news/other/instant-opinion-remainers-fighting-long-lost-war/ar-BB19BZmZ?ocid=sf.
Yolanda Sealy-Ruiz - Archeology of Self Podcast: https://www.listennotes.com/podcasts/nychealing/ep-1-healing-through-the-yNcup8BSXTm/
Yolanda Sealy-Ruiz - BlackGaze Podcast https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/radical-black-selflove-healing/id1512508384?i=1000480888797
Yolanda Sealy-Ruiz - BlackGaze Podcast Presents: Conversations with the OG’s: “Transparency and
Healing with Dr Yolanda Sealey-Ruiz. YouTube/Facebook Live: youtube.com/wtch?
v=QRL2hgaRonY&t=2797s
Yolanda Sealy-Ruiz - AERA Division K: Teaching in Crisis Panel: Thursday, May 21, 2020. Times of
Crises: Teacher Education, Radical Justice, and Humanity. The Times of Crises: Teacher Education,
Radical Justice and Humanity panel featured Cheryl Matias, James Martinez, Yolanda Sealey-Ruiz
and Christine Sleeter and was moderated by Alyssa Dunn and Ashley Moore.
Yolanda Sealy-Ruiz - Dodge Foundation w/ GLB: Rigor, Relevance, Relationships: The Power and
Promise of Culturally Relevant Education https://www.owler.com/reports/dodgefoundation/dodge-foundation-posted-a-video-%22crae-session-part/1590094801596
Laura Smith - Over the summer, I was interviewed twice on topics related to antiracism by the
Washington Post's multi-platform publication, The Lily.
Laura Smith - I was the featured interviewee for a webinar on whiteness by Meaning Through
Movement, a series of online events merging issues of physical wellness, mental health, and racialcultural awareness.
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Books

Bob Fecho . (2021). Teaching Literature to Adolescents (4th Edition(). NY, NY:
Routledge.
Bob Fecho, Dawan Coombs, Trevor Thomas Stewart & Todd S. Hawley. (2021). Novice
Teachers Embracing Wobble in Standardized Schools: Using Dialogue and Inquiry for
Reflection and Growth. NY, NY: Routledge.
John Mohr, Christopher Bail, Maggie Frye, Jennifer C. Lena, Omar Lizardo, Terence
McDonnell, Ann Mische, Iddo Tavory, and Frederick Wherry. (2020). Measuring
Culture. NY, NY: Columbia University Press.
Mensah, F.M.. (2020). Like words falling onto the page: Demystifying the academic
writing and publishing process.: Kindle Direct Publishing.
Sabic-El-Rayess, A. with Laura Sullivan. (2020). The Cat I Never Named: A True Story
of Love, War, and Survival. New York: Bloomsbury.
Wong, J., & Waring, H. Z.. (2021). Conversation Analysis and Second Language
Pedagogy (2nd edition). New York: Routledge
Hansun Waring. (2020). Communicating with the Public: Conversation Analytic
Studies. London: Bloomsbury.
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Book
Chapters

Doll, B., Dart, E., Arora, P. G. & Collin, T. (in press). Framing school mental health services within a
dual-factor model of mental health. In P. J. Lazaus, S. Suldo & B. Doll (Eds.), Fostering emotional
wellbeing of children: A school based approach. Oxford University Press.
Floyd, R.G., Arora, P. G., Garbacz. A., & January, S. (in press). Reviewing manuscripts and editing
journals. In R. G. Floyd & T. L. Eckert (Eds.), Handbook of university and professional careers in
school psychology. Routledge.
Miller, J., Worrell, F. C., Arora, P. G. & Powell, S. (in press). Succeeding as a man in higher education
as an advocate for diversity, equity, and inclusion in school psychology. In R. G. Floyd & T. L. Eckert
(Eds.), Handbook of university and professional careers in school psychology. Routledge.
Peters, S. J. & Borland, J. H.. (2020). Advanced academics: A model for gifted education without
gifted students. In T. L. Cross& P. Olzsewski-Kubilius (Eds.), Conceptual frameworks for
giftedness and talent development (2810-0316). Waco, TX: Prufrock Academic Press..
Drago-Severson, E., & Blum-DeStefano, J. . (2019). From supervision to “super vision:” A
developmental approach to collaboration and capacity building. . In S. J. Zepeda & J. A. Ponticell
(Eds.), The Handbook of Educational Supervision (329-352). Hoboken, NJ: Wiley-Blackwell.
Drago-Severson, E., & Blum-DeStefano, J. . (2019). Modeling mindfulness: Principal leadership
and development for personal and organizational growth. . In T. Jennings, A. DeMauro, & P.
Mischenko (Eds.), The mindful school: Transforming school culture with mindfulness and
compassion (78-98). New York: Guilford.
Sealey-Ruiz, Y.. ( (2020)). “From the Present to the Past and Back Again: The Fight for Literacy
Attainment Against the Odds”. In Valerie Kinloch, Tanja Burkhard, and Carlotta Penn (Eds.), Race,
Justice, and Activism in Literacy Instruction, (Foreword ). New York, NY: Teachers College Press.
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Journal
Articles
Arora, P. G. & *Khoo, O. . (2020). Sources of stress and barriers to mental health service use among
Asian immigrant-origin youth: A qualitative exploration. Journal of Child and Family Studies, 29,
2590-2601.
Arora, P. G., Alvarez, K., Huang, C., & Wang, C. (in press, online ahead of print). A three-tiered model
for addressing the mental health needs of immigrant youth in schools. Journal of Immigrant and
Minority Health. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10903-020-01048-9
Arora, P. G. & *Persaud, S. (in press, online ahead of print). Suicide among Guyanese youth: Barriers
to mental health help-seeking and recommendations for suicide prevention. International Journal of
School & Educational Psychology. https://doi.org/10.1080/21683603.2019.1578313
Arora, P. G., Wheeler, L. A., Fisher, S., *Restituyo, M., & Barnes, J. (in press, online ahead of print). A
longitudinal examination of peer victimization on depressive symptoms among Asian American
school-aged youth. School Mental Health. https://doi.org/10.1007/s12310-020-09383-w
Arora, P. G. & *Khoo, O. (2020). Sources of stress and barriers to mental health service use among
Asian immigrant-origin youth: A qualitative exploration. Journal of Child and Family Studies, 29,
2590-2601. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10826-020-01765-7
Nastasi, B. K., Chittooran, M., Arora, P. G. & Song, S. (in press). Infusing global and intercultural
perspectives to transform school psychology: Transcending the past and present. School
Psychology.
Fisher, S., Zapolski, T. B., Lee, K., Arora, P. G., & Barnes-Najor, J. (2020). Examination of the structure
and measurement invariance of the Multigroup Ethnic Identity Measure in a diverse sample of
adolescents. Journal of Adolescence, 83, 42-51. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.adolescence.2020.07.006
Garcia Vazquez, E., Reddy, L., Arora, P., Crepeau-Hobson, F., Fenning, P., Hatt, C., Hughes, T.,
Jimerson, S., Malone, C., Minke, K., Radliff, K., Raines, T., Song, S., & Vaillancourt Strobach, K. (2020).
School Psychology Unified Anti-Racism Statement and Call to Action. School Psychology Review,
49 (3), 209-211. 10.1080/2372966X.2020.1809941
Kanuri, N., Arora, P. G., Talluru, S., Colaco, B., Dutta, R., Rawat, A., Newman, M. G., Manjula, M., &
Taylor, C. B. (2020). Examining the initial usability, acceptability, and feasibility of a digital mental
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AMINA ABDELAZIZ AND JONATHAN CHASTAIN, HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT
Amina and Jonathan bring pure joy to HUD. We can't thank you both enough for
your support, patience, kindness, and efficient work! We appreciate you both and
thanks for being amazing coworkers!
JOHN HANDAL, ORGANIZATION AND LEADERSHIP
John is masterful at solving problems, organizing priorities, answering questions,
balancing budgets, easing stressors, and doing all of this with kindness and
patience. We would be lost without him. Thank you, John!!!!
MALGORZATA (GOSIA) KOLB, EDUCATION POLICY AND SOCIAL
ANALYSIS
Gosia goes way beyond our expectations in alerting students to everything they
need -- course registration information, deadlines for various things, alumni
connections, job postings. She is the glue that holds our past, present, and future
students together.
YVONNE WALLACE, BIOBEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Yvonne is always smiling and even through this difficult time, she still maintains a
positive attitude. She is very prompt responding to our requests. She is very
efficient and organized, which is very helpful when we need information, especially
now that we are no longer on campus.
KAREN WRAY, FINANCIAL AID
Karen Wray really makes people feel cared for and does SO much to keep the entire
Enrollment Services floor running. Whenever anyone in our division runs into a
weird scenario and doesn't even know where to start with solving it, we can always
count on Karen to point us in the right direction. She is a joy to work with, always
brightening people's days, making us laugh, and checking in to make sure that
everyone is good. She is an amazing source of support for our students as well and
constantly goes above and beyond to make sure that they have the info they need
to navigate our financial aid processes. Karen, I miss seeing you in person all the
time but thank you for still being just as awesome over Zoom!
KIRA LACKS, EVENTS TEAM
Kira is always wonderful to work with. I love collaborating with her on ideas! She is
great to brainstorm with and I enjoy all the projects we do together.
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SAMANTHA REAGAN, ART AND ART EDUCATION
She is patient, approachable, caring. Her presence in the program makes me as a
student feel safe and hopefully.
STACY THOMAS, ACADEMIC TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
Stacy is always there for anyone who needs help, is utterly confused, or just needs
someone to talk to. She is super supportive and encourages others to accomplish
their goals. Stacy fully helped me get adjusted to living in NYC and to TC (especially
navigating all the winding hallways!). I am blessed to have met Stacy and to have
her in my life.
NATASHA GUADALUPE, OFFICE OF SPONSORED PROGRAMS
Natasha has go over and above during this challenging transition. She has taken
over extra duties due to the department being short-staffed and always with a
smile and "how can I help."
VERONICA THOMAS, THE OFFICE OF DIGITAL LEARNING
Veronica is always willing to lend a helping hand. She always answers my questions
that I have about Canvas, online curriculum or just TC in general. She is a wonderful
person and is always pleasant and smiling. I am happy that I have met Veronica.
HANNAH MASBAD, HRIS
During this challenging time, Hannah has been a great teammate. She has
demonstrated excellent leadership skills and has put the team first. She works
collaboratively and as a fairly new employee, it is important to have someone on
your team who takes the time to listen and help you find ways to do your job better
and Hannah is that person.
JONATHAN CHASTAIN, HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Thank you Jonathan for being a great team member and enduring incredible
changes during your first few months as a new employee at TC. You're a trooper and
we appreciate your hard work!
AMINA ABDELAZIZ, HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Thank you Amina for all of your hard work and help! Your feedback has helped tons
of students and you're an amazing team member! We appreciate you and thank you
for being there for HUD!
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MALIKA AMRAOUI, ARTS & HUMANITIES - MUSIC
Malika cares very much about her colleagues (I'm one of them!) in every way: if we
need help with projects, if she can make phone calls/emails to iron out issues. She
also cares about the emotional well-being of her co-workers. She sends out
supportive little notes and keeps track of what's going on in people's lives. She
adds to the culture of caring and kindness every day in the Music program at TC.
DEBORAH WILLIAMS, ORGANIZATION AND LEADERSHIP
She is always helpful. kind and honest, and really knows TC
MYRA LUNA LUCERO, INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
Over the past several years, Myra has worked tirelessly to support and forward the
research at TC. She bridges gaps between researchers and external sites, educates
new researchers on compliance, and provided innovative solutions for difficult
problems. She's always willing to engage with TC researchers, faculty, students, and
staff and finding new ways to expand the TC research community. Myra is truly an
asset to the college and we are so thankful for her!
KAREN WRAY, FINANCIAL AID
Karen is the lead front line manager at our office. She is the backbone here and
holds all of us together. She gets us all the tools we need to do our jobs and helps
us with projects throughout the year. She is warm-hearted and full of wonderful
humor that keeps us going every day. Her generous spirit is always appreciated.
JOHN PARK, TCIT
John keeps TC running. He's indefatigable (he bike rides hundreds of miles a week!)
and has helped us transition to online learning.
PHIL GOLDENBERG, TCIT
Phil is a brilliant programmer. He has been a great friend and mentor helping me
and the Office of Financial Aid through some tough situations. His technological
advancement ideas and skills have created more efficiency and streamlining to our
processes and systems than ever before. He is kind and patient as we bridge the
gaps between functional and technical language barriers. His guidance has been
an invaluable source of support.
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FARIDE SUAREZ, OFFIICE OF TEACHER EDUCATION
Despite having to move the entire certification team to the remote platform, she
has not missed a beat! Our TR@TC graduates have still received the same level of
attention and support. She and her team have worked tirelessly to ensure we are in
compliance and every student is able to complete their certification requirements
in a timely manner. I don't know what we would do without her loving energy and
unwavering commitment to our teachers!
KATIE LEDWELL AND AIMEE KATEMBO, OFFICE OF TEACHER
EDUCATION
Katie and Aimee have always been wonderful in their dedication to supporting
teacher education programs at Teachers College. However, since March when we
began to operate in an environment shaped by COVID-19, they have shown
absolutely amazing humanity and responsiveness. They model a beautiful balance
of attention to institutional needs with a focus on individual students and their
specific situations. The work they do has an impact on countless members of the TC
community and on our larger community of public school students, teachers, and
administrators.
JOHN HANDAL, ORGANIZATION AND LEADERSHIP
He is the calm in the storm. He's also incredibly competent, helpful, and
professional. He's simply the best.
JOHN HANDAL, ORGANIZATION AND LEADERSHIP
John is indefatigable. He is a problem solver and his efforts are always studentcentered. He responds to innumerable requests and solves assorted problems daily
always with skill and grace. He is invaluable to the success of the SocialOrganizational Psychology Program.
MINH LE, ODL
Minh has helped me solve numerous and varied problems related to on-line
teaching. He is creative, patient, exceedingly skilled and competent, and also a very
kind man! I love working with Minh and am so grateful for his expertise. He has
made my courses exceedingly better in our virtual environment.
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NAFIZA AKTER, ODL
Nafiza is always responsive to my requests for help. She is extraordinarily good at
what she does. Her skill in providing ideas, solutions, tools and methods for
delivering top-notch on-line instruction is matchless. She is patient, kind, and
gifted in her area of expertise. Nafiza is a superhero.
VERONICA THOMAS, OFFICE OF DIGITAL LEARNING
The efficiency, warmth, speed, clarity of communication coming out of this office,
under Ms. Thomas's leadership is outstanding. I have never seen a better running
unit. I also love her humor!
JENN CULTRARA, RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
Jenn always goes above and beyond for her residents to make the experiences they
have living on campus and at TC the best they can be. She is so thoughtful in
crafting programming for them and for making herself available to help solve any
problems they have. Jenn is someone you can always count on to listen to you and
to make time for you, no matter what else she has going on. She is such an
important part of building the community we have at TC!
LEMA MOLIGA, RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
Lema is the best supervisor you could ask for. She is kind and caring, and advocates
for her staff. She is always willing to jump in and help with anything, be it setting
up for a program, joining in on a meeting, or taking a project off your plate. Lema's
positivity and enthusiasm for our residents is such a gift to TC!
MARIA LAMADRID, BBS
She is supportive of students and faculty and goes out of her way to assist both. She
works to solve problems and she is always pleasant to interact with.
MARK ZARBAILOV, DEVELOPMENT OFFICE & EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
Mark Zarbailov is very respectful to his staff and always very helpful. He has been
great to all of Development and External Affairs department since he came on
board to TC and also very much so throughout the Covid-19 Pandemic. Mark
Zarbailov has been great at keeping us informed and making certain everyone is
equipped with the necessary items to work remotely from home. He has always
been knowledgeable and very informative. He is a great person to work with!!
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VERONICA THOMAS, ODL
150% supportive, really goes beyond the call to help with putting our course online.
Can't praise her and the ODL enough.
JOHN PARK, TCIT
John is a true problem-solver and persistent at it. Not happy till he gets a solution.
100% supportive of our work. A joy to work with.
EILEEN HAWLEY-NIGRO, OFFICE OF SPONSORED PROGRAMS
Eileen has been really supportive and constructive working with me on some fairly
large grants that have some unusual logistics. She's helped turn them around get
them funded incredibly quickly, and I've really appreciated it!
SHARON MILLER, PAYROLL
She is always so helpful and thoughtful with everyone. No matter how busy she is,
she always take the time to answer your questions and help you. She is amazing!
MARK ZARBAILOV, OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT & EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
My Supervisor has stood up for our Dept and made the initiative during Corona
Virus Pandemic to come into to office to process mail for our office to keep our
office to keep us up to date and organized during these unprecedented times and
our busiest time of year. He has been a remarkable leader for our Team and our
Dept. I appreciate him very much!
KATHERINE CHUNG, EPSA
Thank you for the warmth and care you bring into the Econ and Ed family at EPSA.
Deeply appreciate how you find creative ways to support students to navigate
through administrative processes while advancing in their careers.
JENNIFER JOYCE, ENROLLMENT MARKETING
Jennifer came to TC as these uncertain times were just beginning. Despite working
remotely from day one, she has risen to the occasion as TC's lead designer who has
created stunning and compelling marketing materials that serve as the first point
of contact to TC's next generation of student scholars.
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ATAPON SAVITZ, HBS
Atapon is HBS's DAA and she is so helpful and organized. She makes things so
much easier for us.
MINH LE, OFFICE OF DIGITAL LEARNING
Minh was instrumental in updating my Canvas courses to the new format. The new
look and feel is extremely polished and I received several comments from students
sharing how much they liked it. Minh has also provided me with an enormous
amount of support in addressing some of my technology classes. Overall, his
support has helped to make this semester really successful through the online
transition.
C&T ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT STAFF, CURRICULUM & TEACHING
It's been a major transitional period for everyone at the College. However, I am
extremely grateful for the flexibility and support shown by my team in C&T. We've
all been working really hard to try our best to stay as connected as possible, while
supporting one another and our faculty as best we can given our current remote
working status. So, with that, I wanted to send a shout and a huge "THANK YOU!" to
my team. I appreciate you all!
WHITNEY HEDGEPETH, GRADUATE STUDENT LIFE & DEVELOPMENT
Whitney worked around the clock (24/7 literally) for 7 weeks straight to implement
the new Salesforce Platform with TC IT for our first ever virtual student engagement
and virtual orientation program. Whitney was our project lead. Without a Director
for GSL&D, I was super impressed.
MARGARET "MAGGIE" SCANLON, ENGLISH ED IN A&H
Maggie, our full time secretary in English Education, has been the model of
consistency. In particular, faculty and students can always expect her to greet them
with welcoming words and caring inquiries about their current their lives. Even on
Zoom, Maggie's sensitivity for others shines through.
KIMBERLY IRIZARRI-DOUGLAS, DEA
Kimberly outside of supervising,assigning task to her staff , she was also the go to
person for training staff to use Raiser Edge among other things, and help generate
reports, queries to assist DEA and always with such patience.
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MARK ZARBAILOV, DEA
Mark, was the link in our department to TC campus he would come in almost
everyday check mail and scan checks/other documentation to be entered in Raiser
Edge,take deposits to Bursar's office. There was are many more things he did that
helped DEA to continue work efficiently during this time and I appreciate
everythinghe's done.
TCIT SERVICE DESK STAFF, CLIENT SERVICES
All the staff in client services, are exceptional, very helpful and patient.
CLAUDIA ATKINSON, ELEMENTARY INCLUSIVE EDUCATION
PROGRAM
Claudia has been an AMAZING support in making it easier for our students to make
informed decisions about their programs of study. She keeps track of deadlines and
follows up with gentle reminders. She brings a strong personal investment in the
program and her enthusiasm is always contagious! She cares deeply about the
program and looks out for all of its members. We are lucky to have you, Claudia!
KAREN ROSS, HEALTH & WELLNESS
Karen has been working furiously to support students' immunization and insurance
needs—in the middle of a pandemic, with a growing team. Karen's dedication to
students is second to none, and she continues to go above and beyond during a
very difficult time. Amidst all this, Karen bring joy to her team and other
departments and still offers help to other teams in the Division of Student Affairs.
ATAPON SAVITZ, HBS
Atapon is unfailingly kind and patient, responding quickly and competently to any
faculty requests, no matter how last-minute!
ATAPON SAVITZ, HBS
Atapon has our backs! She never let's down. Keeps our department running like a
well-oiled machine. Atapon coordinates so many moving parts with precision and
grace!
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NAFIZA AKTER, VERONICA THOMAS & MING SO, OFFICE OF
DIGITAL LEARNING
These three staff members are amazing, innovative, patient, and I really want them
to be acknowledged, and get help in their office. Thank you.
ATAPON SAVITZ, HBS
The HBS department is grateful for Atapon's effectiveness and efficiency as our
DAA! We appreciate how hard she works to support faculty and staff.
ASHLEY BLASLAND, OFFICE OF ADMISSION
Ashley has been incredible at making work from home fun and exciting for our
team. From corny "dad jokes" to seasonal Zoom backgrounds to personalized virtual
birthday celebrations, Ashley has kept a smile on everyone's face even from afar!
LATOYA CATON, PRESERVICE ELEMENTARY INCLUSIVE EDUCATION
PROGRAM
LaToya, I am deeply grateful for the incredibly hard work you are putting into being
a Student Teaching Coordinator while juggling the academic load of a new doctoral
student. You are able to stay connected with partner schools and teachers during
this difficult period, maintain frequent contact with student teachers, be responsive
to a myriad programmatic concerns while simultaneously grappling (capably) with
educational theories! You are AWESOME!
KRISTIN GORSKI, MST
Kristin is amazing at how quickly and attentively she responds to faculty needs. In
these difficult times she has been an immense support and help on everything from
purchasing supplies for teaching to dealing with payments to research assistants.
NAFIZA ATKER, ODL
Nafiza and others worked with me to create true skill-building activities for my cleft
palate course this summer. Students felt they actually learned the skills. Thank you!
CLARE BERENDS, ACADEMIC COMPUTING
Always right on in helping me when I run into roadblocks no matter what time or
day. Amazing support and fun!
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JOHN PARK, ACADEMIC COMPUTING
John is incredible at figuring out how to resolve these glitches and larger tech
problems that happen. He also helped me set up an online training for Indonesian
SLTs in cleft palate speech therapy that would include skill building activities.
Always follows through!
ROCHELLE THOMAS, ODL
Rochelle is a delight to work with. She is an exceptional worker who takes care of
budget and hiring quickly and efficiently. She helps me to be more effective as a
faculty member in online courses.
VERONICA THOMAS, ODL
I know that my online institute and our summer intensive prerequisite program
would likely not exist, or at least would be of a much lower quality and draw fewer
students, if it were not for the guidance and insight I received from Veronica. She is
a gem, easy to work with, follows up and follows through. Worth her weight in gold!
VALERIE LI, SCIENCE EDUCATION
Valerie truly excels at what she does. She helps us all keep it together in the
department. She is always on top of things and I'm so pleased that she is a part of
the MST family. Thank you for all your work Valerie!
AKLILU GHIDEY, BUSINESS SERVICES
Throughout the summer, Aklilu has been sending out assessment materials in
boxes to over 100 students all over the world that we would normally hand out on
campus. He understands what has to be sent and makes sure any modifications are
made depending on which group of students is receiving the materials.

WHITNEY HEDGEPETH, GRADUATE STUDENT LIFE & DEVELOPMENT
(GSLD)
Whitney worked SO HARD to create the fully virtual New Student Orientation portal
and schedule for Fall 2020 all from scratch and with limited staff in GSLD. She has
been a rockstar colleague and has gone above and beyond for the TC community.
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DR. MARIA PAULA-GHISO, CURRICULUM & TEACHING
I appreciate Dr. Paula-Ghiso for her patience and constant encouragement. She is
always willing to be a thought partner despite her busy schedule and takes great
care in respecting my ideas. Working with her makes me feel like my research
matters, and more importantly, I matter.
DR. JOE MALKEVITCH, MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
I took Dr. Malkevitch's Game Theory class in the Spring. I learned so much and Dr.
Malkevitch was so helpful both during and outside of class. I wish to take many
more classes with him.
STEPHEN PEVERLY, HEALTH AND BEHAVIOR STUDIES
Dr. Peverly has been working hard behind the scenes to care for students during the
pandemic and work towards increasing racial and social justice in the School
Psychology program following the murder of George Floyd.
DR. BARBARA BASHAW, DANCE EDUCATION, ARTS AND
HUMANITIES
I worked with Dr. Bashaw as her research assistant and as her student last school
year. Dr. Bashaw models an exemplary teacher, scholar, and researcher. She
supports and cares for each unique staff member and student in our program. Her
efforts and preparations for every class and presentation go beyond all expectations
and set the bar high for doctoral students, which has raised the level of rigor and
deep thinking. She is personable and professional. Our time is used effectively with
each class meeting, assigned assignments and projects are purposeful and directly
linked to our dissertation and researcher skills. She is explicit with our learning
goals and outcomes and the methods to help us read those goals. She has taught
me to be a researcher and a critical thinker as a scholar. I highly recommend the
Dance Education Doctoral program at Teachers College, Columbia University largely
because of Dr. Bashaw. She is instrumental in the organization and programming. I
am honored to be in my second year under her guidance.
CELIA OYLER, CURRICULUM AND TEACHING
Perhaps she's not staff but Celia's class is a model of teaching excellence on normal
years but her highly effective pedagogy and care to how she structures class is
especially apparent now with remote learning. She adapts her classes to student
needs, tries using different participation structures that allow for deep thinking but
also allow for the difficult circumstances students might be in.
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Upcoming Events
11/17

12/2

12/21

1/11

GORDON LECTURE
Revisit the TC Racial Justice Resource Guide:
bit.ly/TCRacialJusticeResourceList

TC BOOK CLUB - BIRTHRIGHT
CITIZENS
Join the author, Martha Jones, Provost Rowley,
and TC faculty in an engaging cross-campus
discussion

LAST DAY OF FALL SEMESTER
Enjoy the holiday break!

FIRST DAY OF SPRING TERM COURSES
Classes resume for Spring semester through April
26

